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SET OF FOUR GOTHIC REVIVAL ENGLISH BLEACHED OAK DINING CHAIRS
WITH ARCHED BACKS

$10,800
A set of four English Gothic Revival bleached oak dining room chairs with broken arch backs, faceted tapering legs and custom

linen upholstery. This set of four English Gothic Revival dining room chairs, dating from the late 19th to early 20th century,
offers a striking addition to any dining space with their distinct architectural influence and refined aesthetic. Crafted from

bleached oak, these chairs boast a light, airy finish that enhances the natural beauty of the wood and highlights their intricate
design details. The chairs feature broken arch backs, a characteristic element of the Gothic style, providing both visual interest
and supportive comfort. This design, reminiscent of Gothic architecture, adds an element of historical elegance to the set. The

chairs are supported by faceted tapering legs, which lend a sense of grace and stability, while the custom linen upholstery on the
seats offers a contemporary touch, ensuring these pieces blend seamlessly with both traditional and modern dining room

decors. The upholstery’s neutral tone complements the bleached oak, creating a cohesive and inviting look. Ideal for use in a
dining room, these chairs can surround a matching Gothic-style or simple, rustic oak table to create a harmonious setting for
dinners and gatherings. Their unique style also makes them suitable as accent pieces in a living room or hallway, where they
can serve as additional seating or decorative elements. With their blend of historical design and modern comfort, these chairs

offer a timeless charm that can elevate any home décor.

Height: 43 in (109.22 cm)

Width: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Depth: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Seat Height: 18.5 in (46.99 cm)

SKU: A 5053
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